Abstract—This paper presents an implementation and performance test of a distributed motion control system based on a master-slave configuration used to move a plasma-cutting torch over a predefined trajectory. The master is a general-purpose computer running on an open source operating system platform and software developer. Software running in the master computer generates commands on real time and we measure performance based on a selected set of differences between expected and observed distances. We are testing the null hypothesis that the outcome trajectory is identical to the input against the alternative hypothesis that there is a shift to the right or left of the input one. We used the Wilcoxon signed ranks test method for the hypothesis test.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DURING development of a plasma-cutting X-Y table, it was required to probe if the distributed motion control system (DMCS) was able to reproduce the trajectories as required. This paper presents the results of a test of the motion control system including details of the implementation in this section, and the network and algorithm sections. DMCS is one of the most demanding applications in terms of real-time [1]–[3]. We present the details of the DMCS performance test in the experiment and results sections and paper finish with concluding and further research remarks.

The cutting system is able to produce a contouring operation on a plane through a set of stepper motors that move a cutting torch. The master computer generates the DMCS commands running a piece of software that we have developed. This software runs under Linux Ubuntu operative system and it does all the required operations for the DMCS. The software is open and we can modify it to include other components from different manufacturers and provides the interface to accomplish the tasks required by the DMCS. Nowadays openness is the focus of DMCS systems [4]–[6]. The software reads a set of control points from a file during loading, sets the network parameters, displays the trajectory control points and waits for input to start the trajectory traversing, among other initialization tasks.

Fig. 1 shows the basic elements that are part of the DMCS. An RS-485 network links the master (a general-purpose computer) and the motor drivers (the slaves). The stepper motors, connected to their associated motor driver, are in charge of turning a power screw to convert turning motion into linear movement fixing the cutting torch holder to a screw nut. A set of two parallel bars keep the cutting torch perpendicular to the working piece. The cutting table holds a metal sheet in place and the plasma torch moves over it, on an XY plane. The computer issues motion control commands to the motor drivers at eight milliseconds, sampling time. The commands include speed and direction at which the motors must turn, the motor drivers get the commands and turn the motors in the specified direction and speed. The input to the motion control is a list of control vertices, time stamps and flags to signal the start and end of the trajectories.

Once a trajectory traversing starts a timer is set, sampling time, speed and direction are calculated base on time increment and current position. Position is calculated applying interpolation according to the input control points.

The stepper motors are NEMA 34, holding torque 1,282 oz-in, 1.4 amps per phase, 11 VDC rated voltage with step angle of 1.8 degrees per full step. Their axes are direct interconnected to a spline screw of 38.1mm of pitch, i.e., one turn of the screw results in 38.1mm displacement of the cutting torch.

The motor drivers are model LS-146 intelligent micro stepping controller with integrated amplifier for applications using two-phase stepper motors, 32-bit position counter, 1/8,
1/4, 1/2 micro step and full step capable. Position and velocity modes, communication speed of 19.2 to 115.2 Kbps, among other features [7]. The computer is a laptop with Core 2 Duo CPU T7250 @ 2.00 Ghz x2, 32-bit OS and 3.9GiB of RAM, Ubuntu 12.04 LTS operating system. The motion control software was developed using Qt Creator 2.3.

II. THE NETWORK

An RS-485 network interconnects the motion control elements [8]. In this case, the master computer does not have an RS-485. An USB to RS-232 and a RS-232 to RS-485 adapters connects the master to the network. During initialization of the motor drivers, they require a network communication speed of 19.2Kbps but, once the initialization ends, speed is set to higher speed for a successfully implementation [5]. In this case, network communication speed was set to 38.4Kbps but it can be set up to 112.4Kbps that is the limit on the motor drivers.

We cannot achieve a target sampling time of eight milliseconds at 19.2Kbps, for a sampling rate of 125 Hertz. Bites will accumulate in the communication buffer at 19.2Kbps, resulting on sampling time instability. At 19.2Kbps it is possible to send 153 bits each eight milliseconds, assuming that the sampling time interval is stable, but if we need to send more data, it will start to accumulate in the transmission buffer producing a delay on the communication [9]. Every byte that is send requires start and end bites; to send a byte it requires 10 bits then it is plausible to send 15 bytes every sampling time interval, neglecting any other operating system activities. During command generation, every eight milliseconds, theoretically, the master sends data to the two motor drivers. The load trajectory command consists of seven bytes, for each motor, and if a change of direction is required four bytes to stop and another four bytes to start the motor. This clearly goes over the 153 bits limit imposed by the eight milliseconds sampling time at 19.2Kbps.

The transmission buffer of the port will accumulate the information; the cutting torch will be behind in relation to the position in the computer screen, also the sampling intervals will show instability, hanging the timer more than expected. Fig. 2 shows a chart of sampling time for 19.2Kbps and 38.4Kbps and it can be observed that at 38.4Kbps the sampling time is stable while at 19.2Kbps sampling time fluctuates up to 80 milliseconds in a constant pattern leading to a misplaced trajectory.

The motor drivers initialization require to send commands to assign the network address to each one of the motor drivers, this task is done writing a string to the communication port, i.e., to assign address 1 to first motor driver in the line string of characters {0xAA, 0x01, 0x56, 0x07, 0x01, 0x32, 0x19, 0x00} 0x01+0x56+0x07+0x01+0x32+0x19+0x00}. First two bytes are the beginning of packet identification and address of the motor driver that must process the command. Finally, 0x00+0x21+0x00+0xFF is the check sum byte used by the motor driver to validate the packet command.

Once the software initializes the motor drivers, the next task is to initialize their operating parameters. The initialization requires specification of the speed factor, active or deactivate limit switch auto stop, minimum profile velocity, holding and running current that the motor driver must deliver (accordingly to the motor specifications). In this case, the packet command for first motor driver is {0xAA, 0x01, 0x56, 0x07, 0x01, 0x32, 0x19, 0x00} 0x01+0x56+0x07+0x01+0x32+0x19+0x00}. First two bytes are the beginning of packet identification and address of the motor driver that must process the packet. 0x56 is the command byte where first digit 5 indicates that there are 5 bytes of data following this byte and second digit, 6, is the command identification. 0x07 is the control byte where first two bits are used to specify the speed factor; third bit is used to specify if the limit switch auto stop must be disabled or enabled. Forth bit indicates if motor must turn off on limit switch. Fifth bite indicates if motor must turn off on stop switch. The motor driver does not use the last three bits of this control byte. In this case this byte is set to 0x07 that is “00000111” which means that speed factor is set to 1 and limit switch auto stop is disabled, currently the machine does not have any limit switch attached to the motor driver and it requires to be set to ignore it in order to activate the motor. 0x01 is the minimum profile velocity, running current is set to 50 and holding current to 25 (0x32 and 0x19, respectively) to deliver 1.0 Ampere to the stepper motor on normal running and up to 1.4 Amperes pick current. 0x00 is to indicate that the thermal limit is disabled. Finally, the check sum byte that is the sum of address byte up to the thermal limit set byte.
III. THE MOTION CONTROL ALGORITHM

Once a trajectory traversing start button is clicked on the display interface, it get current time in milliseconds $T_1$ from the systems clock, set initial position $X$ and $Y$ to the first control point of the interpolation window, traversing time ($T_t$) is set to zero, sets the timer to 10 milliseconds. The CGMCS is called after 10 milliseconds, current time in milliseconds is again obtained and saved as $T_2$, elapsed time is calculated from $T_2$ and $T_1$ and stored as $T_0$, this is the time increment. The algorithm sets $T_t$ to previous $T_t + T_0$ and it is used to compute the interpolation $X$ and $Y$ point associated to it, this is the current position.

In the pseudo code list, when the software activates a new interpolation windows it computes the Lagrange polynomial interpolation denominator. This is done as listed from 1 to 10 in the pseudo code, e.g. at the beginning of the traversing the interpolation window is set to 1, and assuming linear interpolation, the windows will contain two X,Y,T triplets, one signaling the beginning of the trajectory and the other the next control point and its associated time stamp. Let’s call them $Wx[1][2]=\{180,182\}$, $Wy[1][2]=\{38,40\}$ and $Wt[1][2]=\{0,2\}$. The $T_t$ will start a $Wt[1][1]$+sampling time and while $T_t$ is lower than $Wt[1][2]$ the interpolation points are computed using data from this window and because the Lagrange polynomial keeps the same while the interpolation control points are the same it is only calculated once, at the beginning of the every interpolation window. The code from 11 to 24 runs every time, at the sampling time rate, because it changes for every value for $T_t$, the accumulated traversing time.

The input data is a set of $k$ interpolation windows $Wx[k][nP]=\{\text{set of X data values associated to the control points}\}$,$Wy[k][nP]=\{\text{set of Y data values associated to the control points}\}$ and $Wt[k][nP]=\{\text{stamp times associated to the control points}\}$

1: if interpolation window changes then
2: for i equals to 0
3: $Wd[i]$ equals to 1
4: for j equals to 0
5: if j is different than i
6: increase $Wd[i]$ by $(Wd[i]*(Wt[k][i]-Wt[k][j]))$
7: increase $j$ by one
8: while j less than nP repeat from line 4
9: increase i by one
10: while i less than nP repeat from line 2
11: else
12: Set X and Y to zero
13: for i equals to 0
14: set mL equals to 1
15: for j equals to 0
16: if j is different than i
17: increase mL by $(T/1000-Wt[k][j])$
18: increase $j$ by one
19: while j less than nP repeat from 14
20: increase mL by $(mL/Wd[i])$
21: increase X by $(mL*Wx[k][i])$
22: increase Y by $(mL * Wy[k][i])$
23: increase i by one
24: while i less than nP repeat from 12

It can be observed that the computation of the Lagrange polynomial for a second order or higher does not require any change in the algorithm, just by increasing the nP value it will be able to generate higher order interpolation, i.e. a value of nP = 2 will generate second order interpolation points giving a smooth trajectory if it is desirable. A higher value of nP will require more time to calculate the Lagrange polynomials. In this case linear interpolation was used, nP=1.

Fig. 3 shows the flow diagram for the commands generation of the motion control system (CGMCS). We use Lagrange polynomial interpolation to generate the (X,Y) points.

The software computes the displacements from current and previous X-Y positions and then computes the required speed and direction for each displacement. Using the current cutting torch speed the software computes the component speed X and Y. The signs of the displacements define the direction of the movements; a negative displacement means a counterclockwise rotation of the motor shaft and clockwise rotation if the displacement is positive. The software issues a load trajectory command to each motor driver based on the computed speed and direction.

If the component speed does not reaches a minimum of 10
steps per second the velocity is set to zero and a stop turning command is issue to the associated motor driver. Even more, when a change in direction occurs, the software first send a motor stop command before the load trajectory command, and initiate movement command after this. The command structure follows the structure defined by the motor driver manufacturer, and in general the standard used for RS-485 network [7], [8].

The motor drivers are capable of operating in velocity, position (trapezoidal) and unprofiled modes. The one used in this case is unprofiled motion that requires setting of a timer in the motor driver to an initial timer count (ITC). Equation (1) is used to determine the ITC for a required unprofiled speed, S, in steps per second. The constant values 65538 and 625000 are specific for this kind of motor drivers and the speed factor at which it is set to operate [1].

The load trajectory command contains the information to perform the unprofiled movement and it consist of a string of characters, packet. The string consist of character 0xAA to signal start of packet, 0x01 or 0x02 to signal the address of the motor driver that should process the command, 0x34 that identifies command load trajectory and includes the number of bytes that came after it, one control byte and two bytes to indicate the speed. Finally, a check sum byte that consists of adding address, command, control and the speed data bytes. The tricky part here is the preparation of the speed data bytes that need to be send least significant byte first. After component speed in steps per second (S) is converted to ITC using (1). Using (2) and (3) is possible to split the resulting ITC value into two bytes (SB1 and SB2), second byte is placed first in the command string.

\[
\begin{align*}
ITC &= 65538 - \left( \frac{625000}{S} \right) \quad (1) \\
SB1 &= \frac{ITC}{256} \quad (2) \\
SB2 &= ITC - 256(SB1) \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

Even more, the controls points include a stop flag and the software is able to stop the trajectory traversing at that point and then continue after user hits the continue button on the computer interface. Each time the cutting torch reaches a stop control point the software actives the plasma to make a piercing operation, triggering the plasma generator. Fig. 5 shows the stop points along the other control points of the trajectory. Traversing of the trajectory starts at point 1 and will stop at points 2 to 14 as they appear during trajectory traversing.

In this experiment, we are finding data to probe whether the cutting torch traverses the test trajectory accordingly to the input control points. If this is the case, the differences between the measured and calculated distances should be equal to zero. Five specimens where run to estimate the average measured distances.

We considered thirty different distances in this experiment, and five measurements for each distance as listed on Table I. Column A lists the reference points of the measured distance, i.e. from first row, distance 14 is from point 1 to 9, distance 26 is from point 7 to 10, and so on. Column B shows the theoretical distance and column C lists the average distance calculated from five observed measurement. D and |D| are the differences obtained from C-B and the absolute value, respectively. Column E is the ranking, F id the sign and last two columns are the positive and negative T values, totals for
each one are included in the bottom row. We took the measurements rounded to millimeters based on appreciation and from there we calculate the average. We used the physical system illustrated in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 5 Test specimen input control points](image)

![Fig. 6 The physical system](image)

V. THE ANALYSIS

The null hypothesis is that the difference between the outcome measurements and the theoretical distances are identical against the alternative hypothesis that there is a shift to the right or left of the other, there is a significant difference between them.

We used the Wilcoxon T statistic, signed rank test, for matched-pairs design test. We have selected this test because we are comparing two probability distributions where we have obtained measured and theoretical data from the same distances and we do not know if the data comes from a normal distribution at all. Wilcoxon test is part of a distribution free test of the non-parametric methods that focus on the location of the probability distribution rather than on specific parameters of the population [10]. On Table I, there is the data outcome from the analysis. Distances appear sorted in ascending order, based on the absolute differences, column |D|.

The T value is 182 and it corresponds to the negative signed rank differences. According to the procedure, T is the lower absolute value of the positive or negative differences. According to the test procedure, we must reject the null hypothesis if the T vale, calculated from the observed data, is lower or equal to the $T_0$, the test value obtained from the critical values in the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test chart, [10]. In this case, for $n = 30$, level of significance equal to 5% and two tail test, $T_0 = 137$. Therefore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis. The evidence is not strong enough to indicate a shift in the distributions of ratings for the distances.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have put the distributed motion control system, as implemented, under evaluation. Neglecting mechanical issues or any other factors not considered here, we have compared the expected and real trajectories based on a set of predefined distances among the trajectory; the ability to reproduce the trajectory was the main characteristic under evaluation. Based on the outcome of the experiment, we can say that if any other factors, not considered in the test, do not disturb the runs the resulting trajectory is identical to the expected one.

The central part of the motion control system is a piece of software that generates motion control commands on real-time, at eight milliseconds sampling rate. If the operating system is able to maintain this sampling rate and there are not communication pitfalls in the transmission-reception of data, the algorithm produces good results according to the statistical analysis.

Currently the algorithm handles feedback from the motor drivers’ current position but if the sampling rate takes too long the motors will continue to turn during that period and probably will produce a shift on the trajectory. When a command does not reach the motor driver due to problems somewhere in the communication line this will probably introduces another shift in the trajectory.

The runs in the experiment where all runs that do not observed any of the two problems mentioned before. We are going to conduct more research to attack these problems and make the algorithm robust to these issues.
Currently, if the operating system hangs more than expected the software display a discontinue trajectory instead of a solid one when there are not operating systems hangs during the trajectory traversing operation.

There is also place to experiment the behavior at different end velocities, movement strategies and high order interpolation, among others. The base has been set to keep improving the algorithm and, at the end, take the complete motion control system and evolve it into a better one, but we need to conduct more research.
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